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this is a great product and i've been using it for years, but i'm not
happy that i have to pay a yearly fee for it. it is a major upgrade to
pinnacle studio, but at the same time there are still some features

that are missing. i have tried downloading this software to my
laptop which is running windows 10 (build 1709) and it installed
perfectly. however, when i went to add a new video file to the

program, i received the following message: "the selected h.264
video codec is not supported". i was able to add the file and play it,
but it was displayed in the wrong aspect ratio. i tried changing the
aspect ratio, but it would not work. i even tried changing the video

format to mpeg-4 avc and mp4, but the program would not
recognize the file. i am running windows 10 version 1709. the last

time i purchased this program, the upgrade was about $200. i have
tried to download the pinnacle studio 2014 software, but it doesn't
work with windows 10. i have been using it since 2009, and i want
to know if there is a solution for this problem. i have windows 10,
version 1709. thanks! please help. i am unable to install pinnacle

studio. i have windows 10, version 1709. i have been trying to
download it, but it is not working. i was able to download the

previous version, but i could not activate it. i was able to download
the pinnacle studio 2014 software, but it doesn't work with

windows 10. i have been using it since 2009, and i want to know if
there is a solution for this problem. i have windows 10, version

1709. thanks! i tried to download the pinnacle studio 2014
software, but it doesn't work with windows 10. i have been using it

since 2009, and i want to know if there is a solution for this
problem. i have windows 10, version 1709. thanks!
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